Privacy options
Change participant/attendee
name/profile pic in a
meeting/session

Zoom
Bb Collaborate Ultra
Host can rename people - Co-host Unable to change name within live
cannot rename others
session. Name is pulled from
Blackboard Profile, which can be
Security setting allow host to
updated by the user in Blackboard
determine whether participants
can rename themselves in a
meeting or not

Users can also go into their Profile
to change their name for all
meetings they attend
Change their name/profile pic Can change profile picture
Can change profile picture
in profile setting for user
account
Start/Stop a recording
Participants must ask host for
Only Moderators can start recording recording access. Host can grant
everyone is notified
access
View/access to recording by
Host receives link to the recording, Instructor must go into Blackboard and
default
which is password protected by
make recording available
default
Names of
Cloud recording - speaker view
Camera switches to speaker view, no
participants/attendees visible only. When participant speaks it names associated with speaker. Can
in recording
shows their name and profile
set up chat to be anonymous in
pic/video. Participants who do not advance, so that chat is visible, but
speak are not visible in the
users are not identified
recording. All speaker names also
appear in audio transcript which
opens automatically with video

Control what is recorded
(host/moderator only)

Local recording - Records gallery
view (all participants). The names
of participants/attendees are not
visible in a local recording
Participants must ask host for
Only the moderator (instructor) can
recording access, Host can grant
record
access. Otherwise, cannot control
what is recorded

Copy or save chat

By default, anyone can save the
Can only copy and past chat, no place
chat and names of the participants to save or download by default. Can
are included, if they contributed to turn off chat completely in meeting.
the chat. Private chats between
individuals are not included. Can
change chat settings in personal
meeting settings in Zoom profile to
prevent participants from saving
chat. Host can turn off chat or
disallow private chatting in a
meeting.

Make student names
annonymous in chat

Not available

Share link to meetings with
others

Yes, can copy and share URL with
others, but instructor can
determine whether or not to
require authentication and/or use
a password

Host/moderator can remove
users

Host can remove users or put into Host can remove users from a session
a waiting room

Available if set up before meeting
begins. Names are still shown during
live meeting. The complete chat can be
donwloaded from the recording,
however recipient names are replaced
with "user 1, user 2,…"
Yes, but instructor can determine when
setting up the meeting whether or not
to allow guests

